
   
 
 

Flagship® Storage –  
Minimize Your Clutter, Maximize Your Investment  

Fact Sheet 
 

Top Features 

 A full line of storage solutions that help people sort, store, and share vital information 
anywhere in the workplace 

 A customizable and space-efficient solution that satisfies individuals’ personal storage 
preferences in a compact footprint 

 Flagship modular allows for unique storage needs by utilizing a handy bin system perfect for 
any item 

 
Where It Works 
 

 Flagship gives companies of all sizes the active and archival storage solutions they need to 
build organizational systems that support their workflow and keep information current, 
organized and accessible throughout an entire space 

 An intelligent investment that helps smart organizations work smarter, all the time, 
everywhere 

 Paper is no longer the sole storage need; organize any variety of items with Flagship 
modular and the bin system 
 

Product Details 
 

 Full storage line includes pedestals, file centers, lateral files, bookcases and storage 
cabinets 

 Quality materials, durable construction, and an array of functional and aesthetic choices, 
including three drawer handle options and the choice of mobile, hanging or freestanding 
storage 

 Choose from Satin Chrome Arch, Full Face Integral and Full Radius drawer pulls 

 Flagship products keep everything you need within reach in your workspace  

 Flagship lateral files, available in two to five drawers, provide extra storage capacity for 
shared or archived materials and can be configured side-by-side or back-to-back to divide 
and define space 

 Select from three varied bin sizes to control the clutter with modular storage 

 Optional laminate tops create extra worksurface for collaborative areas 

 Available in HON’s core and choice paint options as well as the ability to match any desired 
paint color 

 Easily integrates with HON desks and workstations 

 Backed by HON’s Full Lifetime Warranty 
 

Visit hon.com/flagship for more information. 


